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The refurbished Morelli M200 was a star!

Hunter Valley Gliding Club
Vintage Rally 15th – 18th April, 2022
by James Moffat
Over the Easter long weekend 2022, the Hunter Valley Gliding Club has hosted its annual
Vintage Rally, and what a weekend it was! A dedicated group of local vintage pilots along
with visiting pilots and aircraft descended on the site for pleasant late season soaring, to
enjoy the comradery of the vintage pilot, tell more than a few tall stories, and of course
share in some wonderful meals.

There were eight vintage gliders present for
the 2022 rally including Dave and Jenne
Goldsmith with their Ka6E GEA, Peter Raphael
with Cherokee GPR, Neil Bennett presented his
newly refurbished SF27MA XOE, Paul and Andrew Dickson with the Dart 17 IZO, Arie van
Spronssen, Neil Bennett, James Moffat and
Rob Moffat once again provided rides in their
M200 GTG, Rob Moffat and Peter Rundle with
the Nymph Mk.I GHA, and Peter Rundle with
SF27MA ZOT and the gorgeous H28 HAU. Other visiting aircraft included the Paul Tridgell with
the Bearhawk towplane and the DG505.

Several prizes were offered this year for pilots
who chose to attempt them including the most
types flown over the weekend, the longest flight
in a vintage glider for both distance and time,
the best WeGlide story on a flight, and of
course, the always hotly contested Concours
d’Elegance. For particularly adventurous pilots
the challenge was a flight around the History
Tour task, a journey around the previous
airfields utilised by the HVGC. There were
prizes awarded for speed around the task in
both timber and glass gliders with the added
condition that turn point photos be completed as
evidence!

Cherokee approaching 5,000 feet
Despite the extensive heavy rainfall and
flooding over the past six months the
weather was perfect for vintage gliders with
cu most days, regular thermals to 5000ft
and light winds. Friday was the pick of the
days with many soaring flights completed in
both vintage and fiberglass aircraft.
Thirty-four flights were completed on the
first day with notable efforts including Neil
Bennett completing his first flight in
SF27MA XOE following its restoration,
Andrew Dickson (IZO Dart 17) and David
Pickles (PWO PW5) completing the History
Tour, and no fewer than 12 flights in Vintage
gliders exceeding an hour before the
aircraft were returned for another pilot to
share in the fun. A further thirty-five
launches were completed on the Saturday
and thirty-three on Easter Sunday. In total
four pilots completed the History Tour and
many more enjoyed soaring flights with new
aircraft.

Matching the wonderful flying experiences
of the weekend were those on the ground.
As usual the Hunter Valley Gliding Club

members rolled out the red carpet for their
guests with delicious meals provided each night
ensuring that conversations, banter and tall
stories could continue long into the evenings.

Easter Vintage Rally last year.) It was won
by Peter Raphael and Frank Van Der
Hoeven for a 355 km triangle flight in
Bocian GQJ of 355 km from Raywood,
Victoria, in November last year.
Although the rally was over, the Club
continued to provide launches for those
able to stay on until the following weekend.
The organising committee would like to
thank everyone who made the rally such a
success. Whether this was through bringing
a vintage glider, towplane, supporting the
operations, cooking meals or simply coming
along to participate in a wonderful weekend
of flying activity it wouldn’t have been
possible without you.

The highlight for many pilots and visitors was
the presentation of vintage gliders and judging
of the Hunter Valley Gliding Club Concours
D’elegance on Sunday morning. Throughout the
weekend good spirited and enthusiastic
politicking by the Dickson brothers for their
proudly British Dart 17 was met with stiff
resistance by Neil Bennett and his SF27 “Dart
killer”. The voting was tight but in the end it was
the SF27MA XOE which will see its name
enshrined on the beautiful trophy created by
Peter Raphael.

Much interest as ailerons are recovered.
--------------

Queensland Report
From Laurie Simpkins

The VGA Geoff Gifford award for the longest
handicapped distance flight between National
rallies was presented to Peter Raphael at the
end of the very entertaining presentation dinner.
(Presentation was not possible at Bendigo as it
was still in the hands of last years winner Paul
Dickson, who also received it at the HVGC

The Foka5R (GQN) is getting close to
completion, I am currently doing its
inspection and repairs on the last wing and
hoping to have it ready for our Oct vintage
get together at Warwick.

survey so hopefully it will be flying soon as
well.
I am trying to entice a few more Qld guys
for the October get together from local
clubs as there are a few more vintage
gliders around. I also heard of another K6
flying at Gympie, ex Caboolture I believe.

Easter at Millicent
JR Marshall
A shiny fiinish for the Foka fuselage

Just a few lines to let you know that a few of us
got together over Easter to eat fish, drink what
ever quenched your thirst, and fly some gliders of
the vintage variety. We only got to fly a couple of
days, but we had the shortwing Kookaburra,
Boomerang,and K7 flying. We had some good
flights,
Rena had a couple of hours in the
Boomer, Dave and Rosie flew the Shortwing and
I had a couple of students in the K7. We here at
Millicent didn’t cover big distances cross country,
but we know how to have a good
time, and
sometimes that is more important. We ate well,
laughed lots, and spent time in good company.
This was a trial to see what we need to do in order
to have a successful.
VGA Annual Vintage Rally at Millicent
7th to 14th January, 2023.
I think we will all have a blast!

Contact JR Marshall 0407 417 747
VH-GQN Wing

The Kingy is flying occasionally when the
weather suits but before all this rain we had it
blowing a gale most weekends so I mostly fly
the other Foka5 (VH-GEF).
Speedy has been actively flying with us at
Warwick in K6 (GSR) and Tony Scarlett in his
K6 (GTW) so still some vintage activity.
The K13, ex Gympie and rebuilt by Dave
Billings is now owned by a syndicate at
Warwick. It is painted and nearly ready to fly so
I will send pics when that happens
We have another Booma up here, Ian
Patching's previously, and in the middle of a

---------------Coming Events
Warwick Gettogether
Laurie Simpkins is organising a Vintage
Gettogether at Warwick Airfield,
Queensland, from Friday 30t h September
to Tuesday 4 October 2022.
This is an informal arrangement and visitors
will need to organise their own catering and
accommodation.
For further details please contact Laurie on
0412 773 668 or lahina2@hotmail.com
MELBOURNE CUP VINTAGE RALLY
at BACCHUS MARSH
29TH OCT TO 1ST NOV, 2022
including the
AUSTRALIAN GLIDING MUSEUM OPEN
DAY, AGM AND BARBEQUE LUNCH
30TH OCTOBER 2022
Contact Dave Goldsmith 0428 450 475

